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Let xi ) xs ,... be idd random vectors with a multivariate normal distribution 
iV(p, Z). A sequence of subsets {R,,(a 1 , a a ,.-., a”), n > m} of the space of p is said 
to be a (1 - or)-level sequence of confidence sets for p if P(p E R,(X, , X, ,..., X,,) 
for every n > m) > 1 - LY. In this note we use the ideas of Robbins Ann. Math. 
Statist. 41 (1970) to construct confidence sequences for the mean vector p when 
X is either known or unknown. The constructed sequence &,(X1, Xs ,..., X,,) 
depends on Mahalanobis’ D,a or Hotelling’s T,,a according as X is known or 
unknown. Confidence sequences for the vector-valued parameter in the general 
linear model are also given. 
1. IN~~DUCTI~N 
Robbins [5] used likelihood ratio martingales and their variations to obtain 
various inequalities for sample sums. From these inequalities he constructed 
confidence sequences and tests with power 1. In this note we extend some of his 
results to the multivariate case. Let X = (x1 , x2 ,..., x9)’ be a random vector 
(column vector) with a p-variate normal distribution IV@, Z), where p = 
6% , P2 ,***, 1-4’ and 2 = (4pxp is a positive-definite matrix, and let X, , X2 ,... 
be independent copies of X. A family of subsets {R,(al , a2 ,..., a,), n > m > p, 
al , a2 ,-.. -p-dimensional real vectors} of the p-space is said to be (1 - ar)-level 
sequence of confidence sets for t.~ if P(p E R,(X, , X, ,..., X,,) for every 
n 2 m > p) > 1 - 0~. Using the techniques of Robbins [5] we construct con- 
fidence sequences in the following cases: (i) .Z known, (ii) Z = u21P and D 
unknown in the general linear model setting, and (iii) .?IY unknown. These cases 
are discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 
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2. CONFIDENCE SEQUENCES FOR THE MEAN VECTOR WITH 
KNOWN COVARIANCE MATRIX 
Let P, be the probability under which Xi = (+, xzi ,..., xpJ’, i = 1, 2 ,... 
are independent random vectors with a p-variate normal distribution IQ, Z), 
where .?Y is a known positive-definite matrix. The joint pdf (probability density 
function) of (XI, X, ,..., X,) is 
L,(p) = (2~-)+*‘~ [ Z ]-n/Z exp (- ; i (Xi - p)’ z-yxi - p)). (2.1) 
a=1 
If we define the likelihood ratio 
h,(p) = &&)/L,(O) = exp 
( 
f X&F1~ - i p’Z-$ , 
&=I ) 
then (&n(p), .!F&Q~ is a Po-martingale, where SC, = g(X, , X, ,..., X,,) is the 
o-field generated by (XI, X2 ,..., X,), tt > 1. Let F(p) be a p-dimensional 
probability distribution and define 
Then (G, %J,Q~ is also a Po-martingale. Taking 
dF = (27r)+@ 1 Z I-l/* exp(-&c’Z-rp) dp, 
dp = db -a- dp,, and using the fact that 1 cZ 1 = cp 1 ,Z 1 and ~9-1 = (Z/c)-1 
for a positive scaler c we have 
where A = L’/(n + l), W’ = ~~~, X;Z-l = nX$Z-‘, and X,, = (%?I,, ..., %&’ is 
the vector of sample means. After some calculations we have 
2, = (n + 1)-p/a exp(&‘Au) = (n + 1)-P12 exp 2(zDJ21) ), 
where D,,s = nX$FX,, . Since 2, is, a PO-martingale with EZ,, = 1, it follows 
from martingale inequality that 
Po(Dn2 >, c, for some 7t > M) < exp(--ma2/2), (2.2) 
where c,, = n(n + l)u8/n + p(n + 1) log(n + 1)/n. Moreover, it follows from 
(2.2) that 
P&L : n(Xn - p)‘-qX, - p) < c,. for every tl > m) >, 1 - exp(--ma2/2). 
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The preceding can be translated into a test with power I for testing He : p = p,, 
versus H, : p # p. . Define 
T = inf{n > m : n(Xm - &‘.F(& - p,,) 2 cn} = +co if no such n. 
The terminal decision (if ever reached) is to reject H,, whenever T < 00. It 
follows that 
and 
Pu,, (reject H,,) = P,,&T < co) < exp(-ma”/2), 
P, (do not reject Ho) = P,(T = + 00) = 0 for p # p. . 
The following is another result of independent interest. Let P, be the pro- 
bability under which X, , X, , , , . are iid IV&, Z) random vectors, and set 
( 
11 n 
ST% = 1 Xii , c x2i )..., 
i=l i=l 
i XPJ. 
i=l 
Define [, = (S, - np)‘,F(S, - np) - np, Fn = W(X, ,..., X,,), and 0,” = 
n(& - P)‘Z-‘(X~ - p). Then (5, , Fn , P,),>I is a martingale and 
P, (Dn2 3 F + p for some 1 < n < m) < (+,“‘” exP(-c/2). 
To prove it assume without loss of generality that p = 0. Letting E. denote the 
expectation under P, and noting that X’ n+IZ-lX,,+l has xv2 distribution, it is easy 
to verify that 
E&,+, I &) = X&Q% + P - (n f 1) P = 5, . 
Clearly, exp(f&) = exp(-np0) exp(&Di,,) is a positive submartingale where 
Di,, = nX~,ZJ-rX~ is distributed as xe2 under Po. Hence from submartingale 
inequality we have 
P, D~,,~a+pforsomel,(n~m)~ 
( o~e$~-l exp(-4 EO exp(K). 
A simple minimization gives 
PO D~,,>~+pforsomel <n<m) <( mP 
-P/Z 
a f  mP 
exp(-fz/2m). 
Letting a = mc (c > 0) the desired statement follows. 
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3. CONFIDENCE SEQUENCES FOR THE PARAMETERS IN THE 
GENERAL LINEAR MODEL 
Consider the linear model 
Q: yi = xl/l + ei , i = 1, 2,..., 
where xi = (xii , Xsi ,..., xgi) and p = (/II , pr ,..., &)‘. Assume that e, , es ,... are 
iid N(0, us) random variables, and let PBS0 be the underlying probability with /3 
and u as unknown parameters. In this section we regard x’s either as known 
constants or else Peso is to be interpreted as conditional probability when x’s are 
held constant at given levels if they are random. Define yT = yi/] yr I, i = 1,2,... 
and note that (y:, yt,..., y,*) is maximal invariant under the transformation 
(yI , ys ,..., y,J -+ c(yr , ys ,..., y), c > 0, a = 1,2, . . . with maximal invariant 
parameter y’ = /3’/a = (/I&, /&/a,..., /$,/a) (see [3, 41). The joint density of 
( yc,. . . , yz) depends only on y and is given by 
f(y,*,..., y* 1 y) = km fi (u(~T+‘~)-~ exp (- i ($ - z&)‘) $. 
Define 
It is well known [3, 51 that h,(y, , y2 ,..., y,J is a martingale under PO,, relative 
to Fn = Lqyf,..., y,*). Moreover, define 
where F(y) is a p-dimensional measure. It has been shown by Robbins [5] that 
PdZ, > c for SOme n > m) < Po.,(Zm > c) + c-l Izmccl Z, dP,,, , c > 0. 
(3.5) 
To evaluate h,( y1 , y2 ,..., y,) denote the numerator and denominator in (3.3) 
by iV, and D, , respectively. Writing Yk = (yr , y2 ,.,., y,J and 5’ = YkY,, it is 
easy to see that 
D, = 2(nl2,-lr ; 
( I/ 
Snl2. (3-b) 
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To evaluate NV let 
and A, = X,,Xk . Since 
2y;x;y 
= $ + y’A,,y - 7, 
it is easy to verify that 
N, = 
2(%/2)-l exp(- &y’A,y) 4, 
pua I 0 
v(n/2)-1 eirp (-w + ($,“” * U:,XLy) dW, 
(3.7) 
where S = YiYn . It follows from (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) !hat 
44Yl 9Y2 YVrn) 
= ~xF(-&Y’A~Y) 
I 
m 
W2) 0 cW2)-l exp (-w + (g,“” * YAXAy) dw. (3.8) 
Assume that A,, is nonsingular for each n > p, and let 
dF(y) = (279~“‘2 j A, Ill2 dy(dy = dyl a.- dy9). 
From (3.4) and (3.8) we have 
* Y;X;y) dy da 
Since A,, is symmetric and nonsingular by assumption, there exists a p x p 
nonsingular matrix Q such that Q’A,,Q = I. Define y* by y = Qy*, and note 
that dy/dy* = Q so that the Jacobian of transformation is J = 1 Q [. Moreover, 
since1 =IPIAIIQI=lQle/AnI,hencewehave 
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where w’ = (wl , ws ,..., w,) = (YkXkQ). It is easy to show that 
exp(--o) exp (-$- w’w) dw. (3.9) 
Since A, = X,X:, and Q&Q = I implies that A, = (QQ’)-l(QQ’ = A;l), 
hence w’w = YiXkQQ’X,,Y,, = YiXiA;;‘X,Y, . Since S = YAY*, it easily 
follows from (3.9) that 
(3.10) 
Now (3.5) holds for 2, defined by (3.10). However, to obtain the inequality 
(3.5) under PBS,, we replace Y, by Y, - Xkp in (3.10) and obtain 
&m = $jg (1 - (Y,, - X$3)’ X;A,%,( Y,, - X3) 1 
-*D 
(Y, - qq’(Yn - JqP) 
(3 1 1) 
By letting b, = A$X,,Y, denote the least-squares estimate of fl, it is easy to see 
that 
and 
(Y, - X$) X;A,‘XJ Y, - -KS) = (h, - 8)’ A,@, - B) 
(Y, - X/3)‘@‘,, - X;P) = (Y,, - X$,J’(Y, - X’A) + @,a - 8)’ A,#J, - PI 
= ~$4 + 6, - B)’ &(b, - I% 
where s,(G) = (Y,, - X$,)‘(Y, - Xk&). Setting s,” = s,,(G)/(n - p) and 
F 9,n--3) = [(bn - #A,@, - p)]/(psns), it follows that 
5&(P) = pjg (1 + &)F..JZ. 
n 
Letting c = (1 + pa/(m - p)) “‘la, Q > 0, m > p it follows from (3.5) that 
Pm (bn - PI’ An@, - B) I 
>, (n - P) &a2 [( 
C;i~,~)“R-l]forsomen>m>p~ 
< P,*,(F,,m-, 2 4 + (1 + &j u)-m’2 
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where fY1,YZ is the pdf of F-distribution with IQ = p, vp = m -p. Setting 
h+y2(~) = J&,Y2(4 dx, it follows that 
3 (n - p) s,,~ [ ( ‘y xy ’ )“. - l] for some n > m > pi (3.12) 
which easily leads to confidence sequences for 8. 
4. CONFIDENCE SEQWNCJZS FOR THE MEAN VECTOR WITH 
UNKNOWN COVARIANCE MATRIX 
Let P,, denote the probability under which Xi , X2 ,... are iid random vectors 
with a p-variate normal distribution N(p, Z). Consider the testing problem for 
H o : p’.z-lp = 0 (*p = 0) versus Ho : p‘.Z’-$A = As, where p and .Z are unknown. 
Let T,2 = n~~S;‘X,, , n > p, where X% is the vector of sample means and S,, 
is the sample covariance matrix which is unbiased for Z. Set yr = Ti,, , yz = 
q+,, ,*.*, ysmp = Ts2 ,,.., yn = T;,, I... . It has been shown by Jackson and 
Bradley [2] that the distribution of (yr , ys ,..., y,+,) depends only on A and its 
density factorizes into g(Tn2 / CV) Z(c+l ,..., T,2) = p,,(A), where I does not 
involve A. Let PA denote the probability under which y1 , ys ,... have the above 
distribution depending only on A. Define the measure P*( *) by 
P*(.) = lrn PA(-) dh2 and set p,* = s 
m p&l) dh2. 
0 0 
Further, define 
2, = p& p: dx2 = p,(O) ' P,(O) > 0. 
Noting that PO is the N(0, 2) probability, a result of Robbins [5, p. 14001 gives 
Po(Zn 3 8 for some n > m > p) < Po(Z, > 6) + 6-l 1 
1 Z,<6) 
z,dP,,S >O. 
(4.13) 
To evaluate 2, we use a result of Jackson and Bradley [2, p. 10681 who have 
shown that 
P&v - = exp(F)&[i,$;F], 
Pm 
(4.14) 
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where u = X2, t = t, = T,“/(n - 1 + T,2), and #‘,[a, b; [] is Kummer’s 
confluent hypergeometric function. It is a special case of the generalized hyper- 
geometric function (see 17, 81) defined by 
where (u)~ = a(a + 1) *** (a + k - l), (a)o = 1. Writing a = n/2, c = p/2 it 
follows from the definition of 2, and (4.14) that 
Z, =I,mexp(~),F,[n,c;~]du 
G47@)k tk =2~s-TEj;-~=~2F’[“‘1;C;tl’ O<t=t,<1, 
where aF,[a, 1; c; t] is usually called a Gauss function. Since 0 < t < 1, it is easy 
to verify that the series defining .$‘Ja, 1; c; t] is convergent. Recalling the 
notation a, c, and t = t, = Tm2/(n - 1 + Tn2) we have 
2, = Z2Fl [;, l;P; T-2. 
2 (n - 1 + Tn2) 1 * (4.15) 
Let S in (4.13) be determined by 6 = (2/m)sFI[m/2, 1; p/2; a], m > p, where 
~=./3/(m--1+~),/3>O(O<ti<l).NotingthatZ,,,>6~T,a>/3it 
follows from (4.13) and (4.15) that 
22 F 
[ 
fi,l*-*(Y P 
ma’ 2 ‘2’ I forsomen>m 1 
d po(T,n2 2 8) + ($1 [F 7 1;; ; a])-’ 
(4.16) 
x J Tm2 (T,,,z<S) (m - 1 + Tm2) dpo’ 1 
It is well known [9] that the pdf of Tm2 under PO is given by 
fm.p(Y) = Cm,pY’p’2)-1 + *)-m’2, ( Y > 0, m > $3 
where C,,, = T(m/2)/(m - l)p12T(p/2) F((m - p)/2). Let 
I= J [ B2Fl 0 T, l;t- 2 f (m -‘; + y)]A.p(Yl dY = G*P LB G(Y) dY* 
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where G(y) = ,F,[m/2, 1; p/2; y/(m - 1 + y)]( 1 + y/(m - 1))-nr’2y(p’2)-1, 
y  > 0. It is claimed that G(y) is increasing in y. To see this let x = y/(m - 1 + y) 
(0 < x < l), a = m/2, b = 1, c = p/2, and note that G(y) = (m - 1)0-lQ(x), 
where Q(x) = xc-l(l - x) a+b-c2FI[u; b; c; x], 0 < x < 1. Now using a result 
of Slater [8, (1.4.1.9), p. 161 we have 
Q’(x) = g = (c - 1)r ~~(1 - ~)~+~-~-l sF,[u - 1, b - 1; c - 1; x]. 
From this it is easy to see that dG(y)/d’ > 0, and thus G(y) is increasing in y. 
Hence it follows that 
Since the second term on the right side of (4.16) is &FI[m/2, 1; p/2; 011)-l, it is 
bounded by &&&I). Thus from (4.16) we have 
1 
d PdT?n2 3 B) + Pfm..(f% (4.17) 
Finally, kt Pe be the probability under which X, , X, ,... are iid N(@, 6) random 
vectors. Since Xi - B N N(0, zl), hence (4.17) holds under Fe if T,,a is replaced 
by T,s(B) = n(Xm - c9)‘,!3;‘(X - 0) although the right-hand side remains 
P,,(T,z(O) > ,9) + &&‘3). Conseqnently, one readily obtains confidence 
sequences for 8. 
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